Samenvatting

Hiru goes fishing, he has a lot of fun, but when he catches a big fish, he didn’t hear the news on the radio. Just when he wants to leave the sea the motor doesn’t start.

A group of Americans people are sitting on the boat: the Wave Dancer. The boat is much stronger than the boat of Hiru but still the Wave Dancer has fallen low by the strong wind.

Rick en Elaine are married and they have twins, they are very happy. Rick sits on the balcony and the strong wind comes to him. The wind is getting stronger and stronger but fortunatally they are able to hide in the bathroom. Elaine says: 'We are going to die! Help us, please.'

When Ikemi and Max go to the beach, Ikemi says to Max that she may not see him anymore. She has to get married with a boy with the same descent.

It’s evening and Hiru is not yet home. Ikemi goes to the marine because she is looking for her father. She wants to make a call to her father, but there is no answer. She calls Max, and he comes directly. Max is following an education to become a pilot. They take the plane of Ross Peters, a teacher of Max, and they look for Hiru. The plane is specially used for hurricanes.

Rick en Elaine are happy that everything is all right with the babies. Rick is reading the newspaper, in Cuba is the biggest hurricane in 50 year.

Hiru has problems; there is water in the boat. He tries to get the water out of the boat. He calls for help and someone in the Manatee, the plane of Max and Ikemi, says something back. It's Max. But Hiru hates
Max and he doesn’t want Max to save him. Hiru is very afraid that Ikemi is going to die. Max throws a life raft and Hiru climbs in.
Max and Ikemi try to stay in the eye of the storm, and they succeed! They have Hiru saved out of the water and the narrow waves.

Hiru, Max and Ikemi are in the hospital. Hiru is a little bit sick and he stays in the hospital for a night. De next day are Max and Ikemi in the hospital, Hiru visits Max to eat sushi. Max and Ikemi stay together forever!!